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ABSTRACT 35 

A time series collected in the nature is often incomplete or contains some missing values, and 36 

statistical inference on the population or process with missing values, especially the population or 37 

process having multifractal properties is easy to ignore. In this study, the simulation and actual 38 

data were used to obtain the probability distributions of fractal parameters through a new bootstrap 39 

resampling mechanism with the aim to statistically infer the estimation accuracy of the time series 40 

containing missing values and four kinds of interpolated series. Firstly, the RMS errors results 41 

showed that compared with the four interpolation methods for one parameter H required for fBm 42 

the direct use of the series with missing values has the highest estimation accuracy, while it shows 43 

certain instability in the estimations of the multifractal parameters C1 and α, especially at higher 44 

missing levels, however, the accuracy of the parameters estimated by preprocessing of piecewise 45 

linear interpolation method can be improved; in addition, it is also concluded that α is more 46 

sensitive to the changes caused by these processing than another parameter C1. Secondly, the 47 

effects on the ability of statistical inference for a population caused from the data losses are 48 

explored through the estimation of confidence intervals and hypothesis testing by proposing a new 49 

bootstrap resampling mechanism, and the conclusions showed that whether it is a mono-fractal 50 

parameter or multifractal parameters, the large deviations from the estimates of original series 51 

occur on the series with missing values when the losses are serious, while the defects can be 52 

compensated by the preprocessing using PLI and PBI methods; similarly, although the results of 53 

the incomplete series at the low missing levels are close to the original and PLI series, while at the 54 

high missing levels, the probabilities of Type Ⅱ Errors of the neighboring values are unable to 55 

ignore, but the PLI or PBI method can avoid the erroneous judgments. 56 

 57 
1 Introduction 58 

 59 

The scale invariance property has been known as a basic feature of natural phenomena, 60 

which is always associated with the inherent properties of the physical world such as complexity, 61 

non-smoothness, and irregularity. These phenomena with scale invariance are easily found in the 62 

natural world, such as pulsation of turbulent flow in pipelines, accumulation of minerals in the 63 

crust of the earth, volatility of financial market prices and winding coastline. As for the 64 
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universality of this law, as pointed out by Cheng (2008) in the evolutions of a metallogenic system, 65 

various physical, chemical, and biological processes that take place in the earth system are 66 

interrelated, influenced and restricted mutually, which constitute a self-organizing structure, so as 67 

to make the system vary from equilibrium to far from balance, then to a critical state, and finally 68 

until a new cycle. For these phenomena, the traditional linear theory lacks the physical basis, and 69 

the process-based differential models are slightly less efficient, while fractal theory provides an 70 

effective method for describing this feature. So far, a variety of fractal models have been proposed, 71 

the most famous being the α-f(α) model based on measure theory and the co-dimensional model 72 

γ-c(γ) based on probability theory (Evertsz and Mandelbrot, 1992; Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987). 73 

Observations of the natural world such as atmospheric environment, land cover and 74 

meteorological factors are usually recorded as time or spatial series to study the evolution of the 75 

earth system. As mentioned above, scale invariance is universal in the natural world, therefore the 76 

data collected from these natural phenomena such as PM2.5, surface temperature of the earth, and 77 

DEM generally possess fractal properties. Statistical inference of fractal parameters such as 78 

confidence interval estimation, hypothesis testing, etc, is important for accurate modeling. For 79 

example, the Hurst index H of Brownian motion is 1/2, while 0<H<1/2 or 1/2<H<1 indicate it is a 80 

fractional Brownian motion with negative or positive long-range dependence, in addition, for a 81 

generalized cascade series, when α=2, it is a log-normal process, and when 1<α<2 or 0<α=<1, it 82 

is a log-Levy process, while α=1, then it is a Cauchy process. A lot of studies about the statistical 83 

inferences of the parameters for time series with fractal or long-range dependence properties has 84 

been done. For example, Wendt et al. (2007) used the bootstrap resampling method to 85 

quantitatively study the estimated accuracy of multifractal parameters, and Gao et al. (2002) 86 

studied the estimation of the spectral function for non-stationary Gaussian process with stationary 87 

increments by constructing an estimator of asymptotic normality through the Gauss-Whittle 88 

function; in addition, on the basis of the in-depth analysis of the causes of sensitivity and deviation 89 

for calibrated spectral functions, a modified Jackknife estimator is tested to reduce the bias by 90 

Gaume et al. (2007). However, due to human or mechanical factors such as equipment 91 

maintenance, power failure, and improper human operations, the data obtained by users are often 92 

incomplete and there will be a large number of missing values. The effects on the estimates of 93 

parameters caused from the missing data for time series with fractal properties are easily ignored, 94 
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therefore, it is necessary to carry out statistical inference on fractal parameters for the time series 95 

containing missing values. 96 

Lack of data makes it difficult for a series of statistical methods to be used properly, because 97 

the preconditions for their use are compromised. Many imputation methods have been developed  98 

in the past to efficiently estimate a parameter of interest θ in a missing data situation, and to assess 99 

the variability of the estimates θ̂ , i.e., multiple imputation, Bayesian imputation or commonly 100 

used interpolation methods. Considering singularity or irregularity is the essential feature of 101 

fractal or multifractal data, while most interpolation methods are implemented by using some 102 

linear or nonlinear models, and there is a problem, namely, it is whether the production of the 103 

relative regular data will have the positive or opposite effect on the parameter estimation. For 104 

example, researchers who are engaged in comparative politics or international relations, or others 105 

with the incomplete data, have been unable to complete the data because the best available 106 

imputation methods work poorly with the time series cross-section data structures common in 107 

these fields (Honaker and King, 2010). However, people always make the statistical inference 108 

after interpolating such data, and the common statistical inference methods cover parametric and 109 

non parametric methods. Robins and Wang (2000) have developed an estimator of the asymptotic 110 

variance of both single and multiple imputation estimators, especially for the variance estimator, 111 

which is consistent even when the imputation and analysis models are misspecified and 112 

incompatible with one another; considering the variance estimator proposed by Rubin, can be 113 

biased when the imputation and analysis models are misspecified and/or incompatible, Hughes et 114 

al. (2016) explored four common scenarios of misspecification and incompatibility through a full 115 

mechanism bootstrapping method and modified Rubin’s multiple imputation procedure. 116 

Statistical inference involves making propositions about a population based on estimators 117 

constructed from some samples of the population. Compared with parametric methods, 118 

non-parametric methods require less assumptions about probability distributions made about a 119 

population or process. However, they are computationally intensive, and lie in using computers to 120 

resample a large number of new samples from one original sample, so as to obtain the estimates 121 

based on the sample distributions. For fractal or multifractal series formed by infinite subdivisions, 122 

the formulas of the parameter estimators for statistical inference are more complex and need to 123 
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make some assumptions, but non-parametric methods can avoid the derivations of the formulas. 124 

Obviously, the accuracy of the non-parametric statistical inference depends on the degree of the 125 

resemblance to the original sample for the resampling samples. The study by Wendt et al. (2007) 126 

indicates that the parameter confidence intervals calculated by the bootstrap method well cover the 127 

intervals simulated by Monte Carlo method, i.e. the resampling samples can well reflect the 128 

characteristics of the population. When pursuing the accuracy by performing statistical inference, 129 

except directly using the series with missing data for estimation, in order to reduce errors, it is 130 

often necessary to perform interpolation or imputation preprocessing. Here we will adopt four 131 

kinds of interpolation methods to deal with the missing data including piecewise linear 132 

interpolation (PLI), piecewise cubic spline interpolation (PCSI), piecewise cubic Helmit 133 

interpolation (PCHI) and piecewise Bessel interpolation (PBI). Based on the five kinds of series 134 

generated from simulation and experimental data, the performances of statistical inference will be 135 

studied by proposing a new resampling mechanism with the purpose to obtain the quantitative 136 

study of the accuracy of the parameters for the series containing missing values with fractal or 137 

multifractal properties. 138 

 139 

2 Methodology 140 

 141 

In order to test the statistical performances of the parameters for the time series with missing 142 

values, here we will apply two kinds of simulation data with a priori known and controlled scaling 143 

properties, fractional Brownian motion and generalized cascade process, the generation and 144 

estimation of which are introduced as follows. 145 

 146 
2.1 Simulation and estimation of fBm and cascade process  147 

 148 

Fractional Brownian motion is a typical Gaussian process with self-similar property, 149 

long-range dependence, stationary increments and regularity. The self-similar feature is 150 

characterized by the parameter H, also called Hurst index, which is between [0, 1]. The larger the 151 

H value is, the smoother the process will be, on the contrary, the smaller the value is, the coarser 152 

the process will be. Except the special case H=1/2 when the process is Brownian motion, if H>1/2, 153 

the increments are positively correlated, and while H<1/2, the increments are negatively correlated. 154 
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There are many kinds of simulation methods for fractional Brownian motion, which can be 155 

divided into two kinds: exact and approximate. The exact includes Hosking method (Hosking, 156 

1981), Cholesky method and Davies and Harte method (McLeod and Hipel, 1978; Davies and 157 

Harte, 1987), while the latter has stochastic integral method, summation method, random 158 

displacement method and wavelet decomposition (Mandelbrot and Van Ness, 1968; Norros, et al., 159 

1999; Meyer et al., 1999). Here we will adopt the simulation method based on the wavelet 160 

coefficients, which are synthesized from the decomposition terms of the Gaussian white noise 161 

using wavelet transformation.  162 

The estimation methods commonly used for H are R/S analysis, regression residual variance, 163 

wavelet estimation, spectral analysis and periodogram. The regression residual variance method is 164 

widely used in the estimates of fractal features with the following specific steps: suppose there is a 165 

series xt, where t=1, 2...N, firstly, the cumulative difference is calculated:
 1

n

t t
t

Y x x
=

= − < >∑ ; 166 

Secondly, divide the series into subintervals with length Ns=int(N/s) that do not overlap, and in 167 

order to reduce the errors the series is flipped and repeated, so 2Ns subintervals are obtained, 168 

where s is the length of each segment; thirdly，each subinterval is subjected to the elimination of 169 

the trend from the regression operation to yield the series: Ys(t)=Y(t)-pv(i), where pv(i) is the 170 

polynomial trend obtained by fitting Y(t) using the least square method to the subinterval of the vth 171 

segment; finally, the variance Fs
2(v)=<Ys

2(t)> is calculated for each interval, and we can get the 172 

fluctuation function 2 1/2

1

1[ ( )]
sN

s s
v

F F v
N =

= ∑  in the whole interval. Then the parameter estimates can 173 

be obtained through the relationship between the fluctuation functions and the scale ( ) hF s s∝ . In 174 

addition, Fn(s) can be obtained by detrending using n-order polynomial fitting function, here n is 175 

set to 1. 176 

From the view of the construction of a fractional Brownian motion, the process involves the 177 

iterative sums of random quantities, and the corresponding is the iterative products of random 178 

quantities with the following specific construction process shown in Fig.1: suppose there is a unit 179 

quantity I0, which scale is viewed as l, first split I0 and its scale become l/2, yielding two values, 180 

I0*η11 and I0*η21, and η11 and η21 are random variables followed a probability distribution with 181 
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<η>=1, where <> means expectation; second, the analogy is continuously iterated by k times and 182 

the result 0 ( , ),
1

k

f j i i
i

I η
=
∏  is obtained, where j=1, 2, . . ., bk is the positional index of the layer k, i is 183 

the number of a layer, where at this level the scale is b-k, and f(j,i) represents the position in the i-th 184 

layer, with the form f(j,i)=roundup(j/b(k-i)) (Gaume, et al., 2007). The series generated from the 185 

above process is called cascade process which is dominated by the multi-fractal behavior, and the 186 

simulation data in this study is generated by the method provided by Schertzer and Lovejoy 187 

(1987). 188 

 189 

 190 
Fig.1. The generation of cascade process 191 

 192 

Compared to mono-fractals, characterizing multi-fractals requires many parameters. Suppose 193 

there is a parameter γ, there is Pr(x>λγ)～λc(γ), where γ is a singular value, and c(γ) is the 194 

co-dimension function which is concave. Another widely used parameter is scaling function K(q), 195 

which is related to c(γ) by Legendre transformation pairs. In order to simplify the multifractal 196 

parameters, Schertzer and Lovejoy (1987) introduced an universal generalized multifractal model 197 

and simplified the parameters into two parameters: α and C1, where the former represents the 198 

strength of multifractal, and the latter expresses sparse features. The accurate estimates of C1 and 199 

α are an important task for multifractal analysis, usually the methods of which have the moment 200 

method and the double-trace moment method. Because involving lots of operations, the moment 201 
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estimation method is used in the following study with the process which is as follows: firstly 202 

calculate the scaling function K(q): supposing a series xt, divide the series into different interval 203 

lengths, xs,n, where s is the length of each segment, n=1, 2..., Ns, Ns=int(N/s), and next calculate 204 

xs,n
q for different length s respectively, then the K(q) function can be estimated by the relation 205 

<xs,n
q>~λK(q), where λ=length(xt)/s, length(xt) is the length of the series; secondly, use the formula 206 

1( ) ( )
1

CK q q qα

α
= −

−
, 0 2α≤ ≤  for the nonlinear fitting to get the parameter estimates. 207 

 208 

2.2 Interpolation methods 209 

 210 

The interpolation methods involved in this paper include piecewise linear interpolation (PLI), 211 

piecewise cubic spline interpolation (PCSI), piecewise cubic Helmit interpolation (PCHI) and 212 

piecewise Bessel interpolation (PBI). For PLI method, the missing values can be achieved by 213 

constructing linear functions between the adjacent known points around them, which does not 214 

consider the derivative values of the known points, and the accuracies of the interpolation points is 215 

related to the distance between the known points. PCHI method not only requires that the values at 216 

the two known points is equal to the values of the interpolation function, but also that the 217 

derivative values are equal, thereby improving the smoothness of the interpolants. Unlike the 218 

above interpolation methods, PCSI method requires that the second derivative be continuous at the 219 

known points in each interval, meaning that the interpolant is smoother than the previous two 220 

methods. Since there are many research on the above three kinds of interpolation methods, only 221 

the calculation formulas of PBI method are given here. 222 

Unlike above interpolation methods, with the fact that the derivative values at the known 223 

points are not required to be equal to that of the interpolant for PBI method, its shape is controlled 224 

through the control points, which must be on the tangent line to the fitted curve at the known 225 

points. Let us take a look at the calculation process of PBI with a≤x1<x<xk≤b, where a and b are 226 

respectively the beginning and the end point of the series, x1 and xk are the two known points, and 227 

x are the missing points. In addition to the two known points, it requires to know two control 228 

points located between the known points. Denoting the two known points and the two control 229 

points as P0, P3 and P1 , P2 respectively, there are P0=y1 and P3=yk, and P1 and P2 are related to the 230 

tangent and can be written as functions of the derivatives at the known points, thus, there are 231 
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1 0 1 11 / 3 - ) '( )kP P x x f x= + （ ， 2 3 11 / 3 - ) '( )k kP P x x f x= + （ ，                       (1) 232 

where f '(x1), f '(xk) can be obtained by the differences between the known points and their 233 

neighboring points. After the four values at the four points are obtained, the Bezier curve can be 234 

written as a basis function form 3 2 2 3
0 1 2 3( ) (1 ) 3 (1 ) 3 (1 )B t t P t t P t t P t P= − + − + − + , where 235 

t=(x-x1)/(xk-x1). 236 

 237 

2.3 A resampling mechanism based on randomly gliding boxes 238 

 239 

The traditional statistical inference is based on the normal distribution, while multifractal 240 

series usually have thick-tailed features, and the robust estimation can not be obtained by using the 241 

normal distribution test. The parametric statistical inference is based on the theoretical probability 242 

distribution of a population, that is, it is necessary to obtain the certain probability distribution in 243 

advance, and from the generation process of the cascade we can get it is difficult to obtain the 244 

probability distribution function of the cascade series. On the contrary, the non-parametric method 245 

need not to know the probability distribution function of the statistic, and can perform hypothesis 246 

testing on the condition that the actual distribution information of the series is poorly known, and 247 

can guarantee the robustness of the estimation. The key to the non-parametric method is to obtain 248 

the resampling distribution of the parameters from the original sample through resampling 249 

methods, and then use the resampling distribution to perform statistical inference, where the 250 

common resampling methods are bootstrap, jackknife, and Monte Carlo, etc.. 251 

In order to obtain the resampling distribution of an estimator, a new bootstrap resampling 252 

mechanism is introduced (Fig.2). As mentioned above, the parameter estimation process involves 253 

the series being divided into multiple non-overlapping intervals at different scales, and each 254 

interval contains the same number of the values. Imagine that if the starting point of the 255 

calculation for the series is different, and the estimation results obtained will be different. In 256 

practice, the origin-based estimation were used in many studies, and this caused the waste of the 257 

estimated information from original series. If a large number of random numbers are used as the 258 

starting points, then multiple estimates of the parameters can be obtained to form the resampling 259 

distribution. Obviously, this resampling method is achieved by the glide of a group of boxes 260 

controlled by a series of random numbers, therefore we could call it randomly gliding boxes (RGB) 261 
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method. It is easy to see that the resampling mechanism can ensure that the resampling 262 

distribution function is similar to the original distribution, of course, and this method will be 263 

limited by the length of the series, the same idea can be seen in the Cheng's study (1999). 264 

 265 

 266 
Fig.2. A new resampling mechanism realized by constantly determining the starting points controlled by a series of 267 

random numbers, also called randomly gliding boxes method. 268 

 269 

 270 
 271 

Fig.3. Two kinds of bootstrap logics by Efron (1994) 272 

 273 

The main purpose of various sampling logics or mechanisms is to reduce the bias of an 274 

estimator θ* of θ, which depend on the adequacy of the use of population information, 275 

concealment, and a sampling procedure, etc. As shown in Fig.3(a), suppose there is a population F, 276 

{ }, 1, ,jF X j N= =  ,where Xj denotes a random sample having one or several random variables, 277 

then the population G with some concealment in some members is generated through a 278 

concealment process o=c(xi). θF=s(F) is the inference we need, where in our study s(F) is a fractal 279 
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or multifractal parameter. A sample o with size n is obtained from the population G, and after 280 

imputation or interpolation the empirical distribution Ĝ  can be got from it, so we can get 281 

𝜃� = 𝑡(𝐺�) as an estimate of θF. The bootstrap inference begins with Ĝ  instead of G, and repeat 282 

the above procedure to get a bootstrap estimate 𝜃�∗ = 𝑡(𝐺�∗) of *Ĝ  corresponding to each 283 

replication o*. This mechanism does not fully use the population information, merely based on the 284 

establishment of the first sampling, that is, there is a small connection in the method with the 285 

required knowledge of θF or θ. The full bootstrap mechanism diagrammed in Fig.3(b) is more 286 

directly than in Fig.3(a), in which a random sample x is drawn and processed by a concealment 287 

o=c(xi) to obtain the observed data o, and then the parameter θ=s(F) is estimated by ˆ ˆ( )s Fθ = . To  288 

 289 

 290 
 291 

Fig.4. Our proposed bootstrap logic and another by Wendt 292 

 293 

be different of this method is by repeating the whole process, i.e., sampling, concealment and 294 

inference to yield bootstrap replications * *ˆ ˆ( )s Fθ = . In our study, for the fractal or multifractal 295 

estimation, use the above simulation method to generate a sample set with a capacity of N from 296 

the known parameter values, denoted as FM, and an concealment procedure is used to eliminate a 297 

part of data for each sample to obtain the sample set G containing missing values, which can be 298 
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considered as observations. Another four sample sets are generated when apply the four 299 

interpolation methods to the sample set G, and therefore N estimates are available for each sample 300 

set, which are also called Monte Carlo estimates. Before using our proposed bootstrap method, 301 

given the uniqueness of the acquired time series one of the Monte Carlo samples is selected for 302 

statistical inference. The key to our proposed method shown in Fig.4(a) is to obtain the probability 303 

distributions of the estimated values by multi-segmenting the time series by random numbers, 304 

which is different from the resampling of the moment estimators at different scales on the basis of 305 

one-time segmentation shown in Fig.4(b). The advantage is that it is easy to control the biases of 306 

multifractal parameters, especially the time series with higher sparseness. 307 

 308 
2.4 Bootstrap confidence Intervals and hypothesis testing 309 

 310 

After obtaining the bootstrap resamlpling distribution, and then we can perform the interval 311 

estimation and hypothesis testing on the estimators. Common bootstrap confidence interval 312 

methods are normal approximation method, percentile method, bias-corrected percentile method, 313 

and percentile-t method, and this study will use the percentile and percentile-t methods. Supposing 314 

the function of bootstrap distribution of θ̂  is * *ˆ( )F θ , there is * *
(/2 1 /2) }ˆ 1{ a aP aθ θ θ −< < ≥ −

, 315 

and the confidence interval of θ̂  is * *
(/2 1 )/2,[ ]a aθ θ −  , also known as the confidence interval with 316 

a confidence level of 1-α, where α is quantile. The meaning of the confidence interval is that if 317 

there are multiple samples, the probability that the confidence interval calculated by each sample 318 

contains the true value is 1-α. The percentile confidence interval has two shortcomings, one is that 319 

when the sample size is small, its performance is poor; the second is the need to make assumption 320 

that the bootstrap distribution is an unbiased estimate in advance. In order to avoid the above 321 

problems, the percentile-t method proposed is as follows: firstly transform *θ̂  into a standard 322 

variable 𝑡∗: �̂�∗ = (𝜃�∗ − 𝜃�)/𝜎�∗∗ , and the bootstrap distribution of tB* is determined through 323 

resampling, where R is the number of resampling times; secondly, like the percentile method, we 324 

need determine the statistical values of t* at α/2 and 1-α/2, and then combining with the 325 

parametric test we can get t-test confidence interval [𝜃� − 𝜎�∗∗�̂�𝐵,1−𝛼
∗ ,𝜃� − 𝜎�∗∗�̂�𝐵,𝛼

∗ ], where **σ̂ is 326 

the standard deviation obtained by double sampling, that is, we need to take the second sampling 327 

for S times after the first sampling, S is the number of times of the secondary sampling. 328 
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Another problem of statistical inference is hypothesis testing, for example, if H=1/2, the 329 

series is a Brownian motion, while for H≠1/2 it is a fractional Brownian motion; for cascade 330 

series, when α=2, it follows log-normal distribution, otherwise it follows log-Levy distribution. 331 

Hypothesis testing of a parameter is firstly to set a null hypothesis, H0: θ=θ0, and an alternative 332 

hypothesis H1：θ≠θ0, and then construct a hub statistic that contains the test parameter, where 333 

percentile and percentile-t statistics are used with the form 0
ˆ

B̂t θ θ= −  and 0
ˆ

ˆ
ˆ *st

θ θ
σ
−

=  334 

respectively. When the condition 0Pr{ } 1H
tt T P α∈ = −  is met, the original hypothesis is 335 

accepted, otherwise the original hypothesis is rejected, where T is the accepted domain, and α is a 336 

quantile, which is called the significance level. However, since the decision is made from a sample, 337 

when H0 is actually true, it may be possible to make a decision that rejects H0, this is the error 338 

denoted by 0{ }error tP x T Hα = ∈ , which is also called Type Ⅰ Error; similarly, the error 339 

1{ }error tP x T Hβ == ∈  is called Type Ⅱ Error, where αerror and βerror are the probabilities of Type 340 

Ⅰ Error and Type Ⅱ Error respectively. If the theoretical probability distribution function of the 341 

estimators is not available, there is no way to calculate the probability that the statistic falls within 342 

the accepted domain. But the acceptance domain can be obtained through the bootstrap method, 343 

thus the test statistic become �̂�𝐵∗ = (𝜃�∗ − 𝜃�) and 
*

**

ˆ
ˆ

ˆst
θ θ
σ
−

=
, 

and the corresponding accepted 344 

domains for the percentile and percentile-t methods are [�̂�𝐵,𝛼
∗ , �̂�𝐵,1−𝛼

∗ ] and [�̂�𝑆,𝛼
∗ , �̂�𝑆,1−𝛼

∗ ]. 345 

 346 

3 Results and discussions 347 

 348 

For the bootstrap estimation, the relevant parameters will be set as follows: R=500, S =300, 349 

sample size N=1000, and the quantile α is set to 0.05, if it is a bilateral test, then the half is 0.025. 350 

Firstly, the simulation data of fractional Brownian motion and generalized multifractal series with 351 

the known values for parameters are generated based on above mentioned generation methods, 352 

here we adopt H=0.6 for the fBm data and α=1.6 and C1=0.2 for the multifractal series, both of 353 

them having 2048 data points (Fig.5). Since these series are not got any processing, so they are 354 

labeled as the original series. Secondly, the series containing missing values are generated, which 355 
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will be controlled by the missing degree which is represented by five levels, and the higher the 356 

level is, the more the missing values will be. The specific implementations are to randomly 357 

remove T data segments from the original series, where T in turn takes the values of 30, 50, 70, 358 

100, and 150 respectively, and the number of each data segment is controlled by a random number 359 

ranging from 1 to 50. Thirdly, once the series with missing values are generated, then the four 360 

types of interpolated series are generated by the four interpolation methods.  361 

 362 

  
fBm of H=0.6 Generalized cascade process of α=1.6 and C1=0.2 

Fig.5. The sample data generated by fBm and cascade models 363 

 364 

3.1 Validation of mono-fractal data with missing values 365 

 366 

Table 1 RMS errors of parameter H calculated for the series containing missing values (SCMV) and the four kinds 367 
of interpolated series at five missing levels 368 

Data Types Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4 Level5 

SCMV 0.001 0.0013 0.0006 0.0011 0.0009 

PLI 0.0042 0.0071 0.0125 0.016 0.0194 

PCSI 0.078 0.0923 0.114 0.1198 0.1371 

PCHI 0.0468 0.0565 0.074 0.0784 0.0942 

PBI 0.0007 0.0003 0.0052 0.0106 0.0144 

 369 

For a biased estimation statistic, the root mean square (RMS) error is widely used to 370 

quantitatively describing the estimation accuracy of the parameter. The RMS errors listed in Table 371 

1, except the RMS error of the original series being 0.0028, calculated for the given five kinds of 372 

series are compared to show the accuracy of the parameter H. It can be seen that the series 373 

interpolated by PBI method and the direct use of the series containing missing values work best, 374 

while for the series with fewer missing values, the accuracy of PBI method is even higher. The 375 
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next best performances are PLI and PCSI methods, while PCHI has the largest deviations. In 376 

general, with the increasing number of the missing values in the sample series, the accuracy of the 377 

estimates gradually decrease. From the estimates directly using the incomplete data, we can see 378 

that the change of the original series caused by the interpolation methods may be one of the 379 

reasons for the increase of the errors. 380 

 381 

 382 
Fig.6. The percentile and percentile-t intervals of H estimated for the six kinds of time series at five levels based 383 
on RGB resampling mechanism (OS denotes the selected sample from the original samples, ML denotes the series 384 
containing missing values and the number 1 means the level, and LL, SL, HL and BL denote the series interpolated 385 
by PLI, PCSL, PCHL and PBL methods respectively) 386 

 387 

Because the sample series collected or obtained in the real world usually is unique, therefore 388 

firstly we need choose one sample from the Monte Carlo simulations and then perform statistical 389 

inference, and the percentile and percentile-t intervals estimated for various series using the RGB 390 

method are shown in Fig.6. From the percentile or percentile-t perspective, it can be seen that as 391 

the amounts of the missing data increase, the estimated values for the series with missing values 392 

gradually decrease and constantly deviate from the original estimate, and visually the correct 393 

estimate of H is not obtained by using directly the incomplete data when the amount of the 394 

missing data increases to a certain extent. The endpoint estimates of the confidence intervals are 395 

also random variables, based on the comparisons of the percentile estimates of the two endpoints 396 

in each interval for the five kinds of series, we can see that the PLI and PBI series have the best 397 

performances, especially at the high missing levels, which obviously compensate for the impacts 398 

caused by the missing data, and the same conclusion can be obtained from the percentile-t method, 399 

therefore this indicates that the estimation accuracy of incomplete data can be improved by the 400 

preprocessing using PLI and PBI methods. In addition, it can be seen from the estimates of the 401 
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original series that the estimated intervals using percentile method shift to the left compared with 402 

the t-method, which are experimentally by Monte Carlo method found to be caused by the 403 

variances of the series. Moreover, from the estimated results of t-method, it can be also concluded 404 

that the stability using PLI method for the right endpoint estimation is robust. 405 

 406 

 407 
Fig.7. The coverage ratios of H estimated for the six kinds of time series at five levels by using percentile and 408 
percentile-t methods, i.e., the probabilities of the estimates of six kinds of simulation data with N=1000 fall within 409 
the intervals of the selected sample from original samples by RGB mechanism 410 

 411 

The reliability of the parameter H estimated is also evaluated through the coverage of the 412 

estimated intervals for the incomplete or processed samples, i.e., the probabilities of the Monte 413 

Carlo estimates for the incomplete and interpolated time series falling within the bootstrap 414 

intervals of the selected sample extracted from the original samples (Fig.7). The results in the 415 

figure clearly show that the percentile estimated coverage for the original series is approximately 416 

equal to 0.95, which is very close to the theoretical range of the significance level, while the 417 

coverage of the percentile t-method interval is a little small, which prove that this sampling 418 

method can be used to statistically and reliably infer the parameter. Regardless of the level for the 419 

missing data, the estimated results of directly using the series with missing values are located in 420 

the regions of the selected sample, this indicates that for the parameter H stable estimation results 421 

can be obtained without any preprocessing for the raw time series. Moreover, it also shows that 422 

both the PLI and PBI series have higher coverage ratios when there are fewer missing values, but 423 

when faced the higher levels, a considerable part of estimates for all interpolated series fall outside 424 

the percentile or percentile-t intervals. 425 

Another method for evaluating the efficiency in a hypothesis testing problem is the power 426 
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function, the larger the power function is, the more effectively it can distinguish the null 427 

hypothesis from the alternative hypothesis. Since the probabilities of the two types of error are 428 

related to the theoretical distributions of the estimators, so they are not easily available, but the 429 

probabilities of them can be calculated by Monte Carlo simulations and bootstrap resampling 430 

methods. In general, the power function is continuous, which reflects the distributions of the two 431 

types of error for an estimator, and in order to easily manipulate in the study, here the discrete 432 

values are used for the investigation. In the following the calculation of the probability of Type Ⅱ 433 

Error is used as an example to illustrate the efficiency of the parameter estimates for the various 434 

time series, and prior to the comparisons the Monte Carlo simulations are used to generate a series 435 

of sample data with H values ranging within 0.1-0.9 with a step 0.1, where the size of each sample 436 

is set to 1000. Figure 8(a) and 8(b) shows the probabilities of the estimates of different 437 

populations falling within the percentile and percentile-t estimated intervals of the incomplete and 438 

various interpolated series with the fixed parameter H=0.6, where the curves are averaged from 439 

the five missing levels. Compared with the other series, for the original series the percentile-based 440 

probabilities that the population parameters of H=0.5 and 0.7 are the smallest, that is, the 441 

probabilities of making Type Ⅱ Errors for the two neighbor populations are the smallest, which 442 

is obviously more efficient than the direct use of the incomplete data and various kinds of 443 

interpolated data for the hypothesis testing, but there are also some occurrences of errors for the 444 

populations of H=0.4 and 0.8. Note that there are the rises of the misjudgment ratios of θ=0.5 for 445 

the processed samples, especially obvious from the percentile-t estimation results. Let's take a 446 

closer look at the internal comparisons of the different degrees of deficiency, for the series with 447 

the missing values, when the alternative hypotheses θ=0.5 or 0.7 are true, as the missing data 448 

increase, the probabilities of making type Ⅱ Errors are gradually increased, even at the fifth 449 

level, the null hypothesis θ=0.6 will not get a correct test via the percentile or percentile-t method, 450 

however, the series processed by the PLI and PBI methods perform much better (Fig.9). Moreover, 451 

for all series at the higher missing levels, the probabilities of making Type Ⅱ Errors for the 452 

population parameters θ=0.4 and 0.8 are also increased, meaning that the more the missing data 453 

are, the lower the power test efficiency will be. For the PCSI and PCHI series, they exhibit the 454 

extreme performances, when the missing data are more serious, Type Ⅱ Errors mainly occur at 455 

the populations parameter H=0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, so the two interpolation methods should be used 456 
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with caution. 457 

 458 

  
(a) Hypothesis testing based on the intervals estimated 

by percentile method 

(b) Hypothesis testing based on the intervals estimated 

by percentile-t method 

 459 
Fig.8. Hypothesis testing of H=0.6 against the eight alternative hypotheses with the population parameters ranging 460 
within 0.1-0.9 with a step 0.1 except 0.6, where the size of each sample is set to 1000 461 

 462 
Fig.9. Hypothesis testing of H=0.6 against the eight alternative hypotheses with the population parameters ranging 463 
within 0.1-0.9 with a step 0.1 except 0.6 at five missing levels. 464 

 465 

3.2 Validation of multifractal data with missing values 466 

 467 

As mentioned above, for the simple case only one parameter H is required for the full 468 

characterization of scaling features for fractional Brownian motion, the estimation results directly 469 

using the incomplete data are less effective than using PLI method for completeness treatment, 470 

and the statistical inference of multifractal parameters will be more complex. From Table 2 which 471 

shows the RMS errors of the two parameters C1 and α, we can see, as a whole, that C1 is less 472 

affected by the interpolation methods, and on the contrary α is affected more, however, α plays an 473 

important role in the identification and judgment of cascade models when multifractal analysis is 474 

used to seek the appropriate model for the natural time series. From the performances of the α 475 
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estimates, the accuracy using both PLI and PBI methods are better than directly using the 476 

incomplete series, especially for PLI, at the five missing levels, the errors of the two parameters 477 

always oscillate around the values 0.0013 and 0.0831 obtained for the original series, while for the 478 

estimates of C1, the estimation accuracy of the PBI method is higher, however, both PCSI and 479 

PCHI methods exhibit poor performances compared with PLI and PBI methods. 480 

 481 
Table 2 RMS errors of parameters C1 and α calculated for the generalized cascade process containing missing 482 
values (SCMV) and four kinds of interpolated series at five missing levels 483 

Data 
C1 α 

Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4 Level5 Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4 Level5 

SCM 0.0026 0.0032 0.0048 0.0055 0.0058 0.0891 0.0999 0.1835 0.2165 0.2262 

PLI 0.0031 0.0038 0.004 0.0048 0.0053 0.0806 0.0843 0.0825 0.0844 0.0714 

PCSI 0.0043 0.0054 0.0082 0.0106 0.012 0.3579 0.4115 0.5413 0.6053 0.6918 

PCHI 0.0042 0.0052 0.0072 0.0078 0.0082 0.2485 0.3162 0.4276 0.5125 0.5416 

PBI 0.0013 0.0016 0.0019 0.0026 0.0033 0.0949 0.1118 0.1216 0.1365 0.1619 

 484 

 485 
Fig.10. The percentile and percentile-t intervals of C1 estimated for the six kinds of time series at five levels based 486 
on RGB resampling mechanism 487 

 488 

Similarly, one sample selected from the 1000 Monte Carlo simulations is used to examine the 489 

RGB resampling mechanism for the estimation accuracy of multifractal parameters. Fig.10 and 490 

Fig.11 show the percentile and percentile-t estimated intervals of C1 and α for various 491 

experimental data based on the RGB resampling mechanism. It can be seen that for the percentile 492 

and percentile-t estimates, the true value 1.6 of α is not located in the center of the estimated 493 

intervals of the selected series, and all the entire percentile intervals have leftward shifts, while the 494 

shifts for percentile-t method is slightly smaller, but the ranges of the estimated intervals are so 495 

large that this will be bound to influence the power tests. Compared with the estimated intervals of 496 

the selected sample, the left endpoints of the incomplete data for α and C1 are estimated to have 497 
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distinct left deviations at the high missing levels, while the PLI method can effectively 498 

compensates for this defect. The figure also shows large differences from the estimated values of 499 

the selected sample for the other three interpolation, except the estimation of the right endpoints 500 

having certain reference values.  501 

 502 

 503 
Fig.11. The percentile and percentile-t intervals of α estimated for the six kinds of time series at five levels based 504 
on RGB resampling mechanism 505 
 506 

 507 
Fig.12. The coverage ratios of α estimated for the six kinds of time series at five levels by using percentile and 508 
percentile-t methods 509 

 510 

The coverage of the original data, i.e., the percentage of unprocessed Monte Carlo simulation 511 

data falling within the estimated intervals of the selected sample, are approximately 0.71 and 0.63 512 

for C1 and α, and there is some deviations from the nominal quantile 0.95, which may be caused 513 

by the sample sizes, but it could constitute the main coverage of Monte Carlo estimations, 514 

therefore there are no fundamental impacts on the estimation accuracies of parameters in the 515 

statistical inference processes and the comparisons among interpolation methods. For the 516 

estimates of α shown in Fig.12, the accuracy of PLI method is higher than that of directly using 517 

the incomplete data, and the higher the level of missing, the higher the coverage. For the estimates 518 

of C1 shown in Fig.13, the accuracy of the PBI, PLI and incomplete series are not much different, 519 
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while the PCHI and PCSI series are inferior to the another two interpolations. 520 

 521 

522 

Fig.13. The coverage ratios of C1 estimated for the six kinds of time series at five levels by using percentile and 523 
percentile-t methods 524 
 525 

  

(a) Hypothesis testing based on the intervals estimated 

by percentile method 

(b) Hypothesis testing based on the intervals estimated 

by percentile-t method 

Fig.14. Hypothesis testing of C1=0.2 against the eight alternative hypotheses with the population parameters 526 
ranged within 0.1-0.9 with a step 0.1 except 0.2, where the size of each sample is set to 1000 527 

 528 

In order to avoid one of the parameters affecting another in the statistical inference processes, 529 

the power tests of the parameters for cascade series takes a method of maintaining one parameter 530 

unchanged and performing power tests on the other one. Therefore, when keeping C1 unchanged, 531 

α takes the values of 1.1-1.9 with a step 0.1, similarly, and when keeping α unchanged, C1 takes 532 

0.1-0.9 with a step 0.1. Then the probabilities of Type Ⅱ Errors are obtained by the results of the 533 

Monte Carlo estimates for such assigned parameters falling within the confidence intervals of the 534 

selected sample, and Fig.14 and Fig.15 show the variations of the occurrence ratios of Type Ⅱ 535 

Errors over different population parameters for the two parameters respectively. For the percentile 536 

results estimated for C1 (Fig.14(a)), the probability that the null hypothesis is true is 0.86 when 537 
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using the estimated intervals of selected sample, and the probability that θ = 0.3 is misjudged is 538 

less than 0.1. We also get that the test results of original series are significantly better than that of  539 

 540 

 

 

 

 
(a) Hypothesis testing based on the intervals estimated 

by percentile method 

(b) Hypothesis testing based on the intervals estimated 

by percentile-t method 

 

 

 

(c) Hypothesis testing based on the intervals estimated 

by percentile method at the significance level 0.5 

 

 541 
Fig.15. Hypothesis testing of α=1.6 against the eight alternative hypotheses with the population parameters ranged 542 
within 1.1-1.9 with a step 0.1 except 1.6, where the size of each sample is set to 1000 543 

 544 

the incomplete and interpolated series at any missing levels. On the whole, the incomplete and PLI 545 

series can provide near-original inference results, which outperform the other three interpolation 546 

methods. Among the other three interpolation methods, although some correct judgments can be 547 

made at some levels, the misjudgment probabilities of adjacent parameters cannot be ignored, 548 

even exceeding the probabilities that the null hypotheses are true. Under the test of the 549 

significance level 0.95, the percentile or percentile-t estimation accuracy of α for the selected 550 

series is not high, and high error ratios appear on the population parameters ranging from 1.3 to1.9 551 

except 1.6, resulting in the neighboring parameters being misjudged and accepting the null 552 
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hypotheses. Fig.15 (c) gives the percentile results at the significance level 0.5, and we can get that 553 

the PLI series at high missing levels show greater stability than the incomplete series. Although 554 

the results of the incomplete series at the low missing levels are close to the PLI series, while at 555 

the high missing levels, the probabilities of Type Ⅱ Errors of θ=1.2 and 1.3 are unable to ignore, 556 

just like the estimates of the interval endpoints, the PLI method well avoids the erroneous 557 

judgments. The high error probabilities are still present at H=1.3 and 1.4, and the main reasons for 558 

the high error ratios may be the poor stability of the estimation method and that the sample sizes 559 

are too small. Because we focus on the effects on the accuracies caused from the lack of data and 560 

interpolation methods, so these deviations have little effect on the analysis, in addition, you can 561 

also control the level of significance to control the probabilities of falling within the confidence 562 

interval. 563 

 564 
3.3 Validation of actual data with missing values 565 

 566 

In addition to using the simulation data for the examination, this study also uses empirical 567 

data PM2.5 series collected in Beijing from January 2016 to December 2016 for one year, with a 568 

total of 8764 data points, and the parameters C1 of α are estimated to be 0.1343 and 1.992 569 

respectively, which indicate the distribution of the series is close to the lognormal distribution. The 570 

examined data are formed according to the preceding procedures in advance, Table 3 gives the 571 

comparative RMS errors of the two parameters for various time series at all cases. It can be seen 572 

that as the missing level increases, the errors are increased and the accuracy of the estimates 573 

decrease. The accuracy of PLI and PBI methods is slightly better than that of the incomplete data, 574 

while the familiar performances of the estimates as in the simulations examination occur on the 575 

PCSI and PCHI methods. 576 

As can be seen from Fig.16 and Fig.17, the accuracy of the left and right endpoint estimates 577 

of confidence intervals are decreased as the amounts of missing data increase for various series. 578 

For the estimates of C1 (Fig.16), the accuracy of PBI and PLI are the highest, and the errors of the 579 

two endpoints for the original series are evidently smaller than the rest of the series, while the 580 

incomplete series will not be correctly estimated. Combined with the performances of the 581 

simulation data, it can be inferred that the parameter C1 is sensitive to the nature of the data, 582 
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because C1 reflects the sparsity of the data, therefore, when a data is somewhat or more sparse, 583 

using the incomplete data directly may yield more reasonable result. Compared with the right 584 

endpoint estimates, the accuracy of left endpoint estimates of the two interpolation methods are 585 

higher, except PCSI and PCHI methods. For the estimates of α (Fig.17), the incomplete, PLI and 586 

PBI series are all better, and the other two interpolation methods are less accurate. Compared with 587 

the percentile method, the percentile-t interval of the original series is narrowed, and we can get 588 

that the percentile-t method is more accurate by comparing with the endpoints of confidence 589 

intervals estimated for various series. 590 

 591 

Table 3 RMS errors of parameter C1 and α calculated for Beijing PM2.5 time series containing missing values 592 
(SCMV) and four kinds of interpolated series at five missing levels 593 
 594 

Data 
C1 α 

Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4 Level5 Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4 Level5 

SCM 0.0006 0.0016 0.0029 0.0044 0.0061 0.0083 0.0096 0.0092 0.0107 0.0134 

PLI 0 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.004 0.008 0.0116 0.0125 0.0126 

PCSI 0.0499 0.0931 0.1342 0.1526 0.1801 0.1049 0.1971 0.2484 0.3004 0.2998 

PCHI 0.0191 0.0444 0.0656 0.0882 0.1032 0.0757 0.1305 0.1767 0.1678 0.1894 

PBI 0 0 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0027 0.0054 0.0086 0.0116 0.0133 

 595 

 596 
Fig.16. The intervals of C1 estimated for the six kinds of time series constructed from Beijing PM2.5 time series at 597 
five levels by using percentile and percentile-t methods 598 

 599 

From the coverage results of the confidence intervals estimated by using bootstrap method, 600 

the percentile coverage ratios of PLI at all missing cases exceed 40%, and this indicates that its 601 

accuracy is the highest (Fig.18 and Fig.19). The sensitivity of C1 to the missing values lead to all 602 

the estimates exceeding the interval of the original series from percentile or percentile-t results for 603 

the series with missing values, and for all series, the accuracy of the α estimates is better than that 604 
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of C1. For the estimates of C1, as for the slight differences of the coverage between the percentile 605 

method and the percentile-t method, the reason is that the interval estimates using percentile-t 606 

method of the original series is narrowed. Since there are no repeated observations for a fixed 607 

parameter, so the empirical series is no longer to perform the power test here. 608 

 609 
Fig.17. The intervals of α estimated for the six kinds of time series constructed from Beijing PM2.5 time series at 610 
five levels by using percentile and percentile-t methods 611 
 612 

 613 
Fig.18 The coverage ratios of C1 estimated for the six kinds of time series constructed from Beijing PM2.5 at five 614 
levels by using percentile and percentile-t methods 615 
 616 

 617 
Fig.19. The coverage ratios of α estimated for the six of time series constructed from Beijing PM2.5 at five levels 618 
by using percentile and percentile-t methods 619 
4 Conclusions 620 

 621 

An observation series obtained in the natural world is often incomplete and contains many 622 
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missing values, therefore, the fractal modeling of a time series with missing values has certain 623 

uncertainties, or the problem is whether it is essential to perfect the data with missing values prior 624 

to the multifractal analysis. As we all know, a fractal series is irregular and scalar, but these 625 

interpolation methods do not consider the scaling characteristics of the series, such as the four 626 

interpolation methods adopted in the paper, while they make the data complete by using the 627 

relationships between the missing points and its adjacent sample values, therefore these 628 

interpolation methods can not completely replace the losses caused by missing data, and then how 629 

about the accuracy of the estimates of parameters for multifractal data, or the maintenance of the 630 

multifractal features for various interpolation methods? 631 

From the results of the RMS errors, PLI method is reliable, which can provide reasonable 632 

estimation accuracy not only for the simulation data such as monofractal or multifractal data, but 633 

also for the experiment data, and the results of the direct use of the incomplete data are proved to 634 

be effective at the low missing levels. Both PCSI and PCHI methods behave badly, and it is not 635 

difficult to find that the result is caused by the smoothness yielded from the interpolation, it is also 636 

concluded that with the increase of the missing values, the influence of PCSI and PCHI methods 637 

on the estimation accuracy gradually become greater than the other three methods. 638 

In order to study the distributions of the estimates of the parameters, a new resampling 639 

method, which focused on fully using the information of the series and is only controlled by the 640 

random numbers, is used to estimate the confidence intervals of the series containing missing 641 

values and various interpolated series. The resampling method was proved effective based on the 642 

fact that the bootstrap intervals with quantile 0.95 can well cover the estimates of the Monte Carlo 643 

simulations. For the estimates of Hurst index h, it can be concluded that when the amounts of 644 

missing data are large, the direct use of the series containing missing values cannot be correctly 645 

estimated, but the more accurate estimates can be obtained through PLI and PBI preprocessing. 646 

With some differences between percentile method and percentile-t method, the intervals estimated 647 

for the former are shifted to the left compared to the latter. For C1 and α, compared to the 648 

confidence intervals of the original data, the left endpoints of incomplete data are estimated to 649 

have a significant left deviation at the high missing levels, and the right endpoint errors are smaller. 650 

The left endpoint estimates of PLI are close to the original series, and the accuracy improved 651 

significantly compared with the incomplete data. Through the investigation of the experimental 652 
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data, it is found that the estimates of C1 are more sensitive to the properties of the data, and it can 653 

not be accurately estimated by directly using the series containing missing values. For the 654 

estimates of α, we can see that the incomplete, PLI and PBI series have better performances. 655 

Compared with the percentile method, the percentile-t intervals of the original series are narrowed, 656 

and the accuracy of the percentile-t method is higher by comparing the endpoint estimates of 657 

various series. 658 

The fBm and cascade simulations with known values for parameters were used to study the 659 

probabilities of Type Ⅱ errors, i.e., the probabilities of falling within the confidence intervals of 660 

the selected sample estimated by bootstrap method for such fixed population parameters. For fBm, 661 

eight alternative hypotheses were assigned, such as 0.1, 0.2, . . . 0.9, except 0.6, while for cascade, 662 

keep one parameter unchanged, and let another take a value in a range 1.1-1.9 or 0.1-0.9 663 

respectively. For Hurst index h, it was analyzed that the probability of Type Ⅱ error for each 664 

alternative hypothesis is the closest to the original series for directly using the series containing 665 

missing values and PLI method at the low missing levels, which is more effective than the other 666 

three interpolation methods, while at the high missing levels the error ratios of the population 667 

parameters around 0.6 keep rising. For the multifractal series, the similar conclusion can be drawn, 668 

but when faced with low missing levels, the performance of the PLI is even better than using the 669 

series containing missing values directly. Moreover, when the significance level is set to 0.5, it can 670 

be concluded that the PLI method has more stability than directly using the series containing 671 

missing values.  672 

 673 
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